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Abstract: BIOMASS is ESA’s seventh Earth Explorer mission, scheduled for launch in 2022.

The satellite will be the first P-band SAR sensor in space and will be operated in fully polarimetric

interferometric and tomographic modes. The mission aim is to map forest above-ground biomass

(AGB), forest height (FH) and severe forest disturbance (FD) globally with a particular focus

on tropical forests. This paper presents the algorithms developed to estimate these biophysical

parameters from the BIOMASS level 1 SAR measurements and their implementation in the BIOMASS

level 2 prototype processor with a focus on the AGB product. The AGB product retrieval uses a

physically-based inversion model, using ground-canceled level 1 data as input. The FH product

retrieval applies a classical PolInSAR inversion, based on the Random Volume over Ground Model

(RVOG). The FD product will provide an indication of where significant changes occurred within

the forest, based on the statistical properties of SAR data. We test the AGB retrieval using modified

airborne P-Band data from the AfriSAR and TropiSAR campaigns together with reference data from

LiDAR-based AGB maps and plot-based ground measurements. For AGB estimation based on data

from a single heading, comparison with reference data yields relative Root Mean Square Difference

(RMSD) values mostly between 20% and 30%. Combining different headings in the estimation process

significantly improves the AGB retrieval to slightly less than 20%. The experimental results indicate

that the implemented retrieval scheme provides robust results that are within mission requirements.

Keywords: BIOMASS; SAR; polarimetry; tomography; interferometry; forest height; forest

disturbance; earth explorer; DTM
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1. Introduction

There is an urgent need to improve our understanding of the global carbon cycle, in which

anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into the atmosphere are the dominant factor driving

climate change. Terrestrial ecosystems play a crucial role in the mitigation of climate warming [1].

Global forests are responsible for the sequestration of approximately 29% of the emitted CO2 [2],

but forest areas are also an important source of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere through deforestation

and forest degradation. Despite the importance of forests in the global carbon cycle, the spatial

distribution of forest carbon stocks and related fluxes is not yet well-quantified [3,4]. Above-ground

biomass (AGB) in forests, which contains about 50% of carbon [5], is a central factor in the carbon

budget, but in many parts of the planet AGB is poorly quantified due to the difficulty in collecting

sufficient field measurements.

Measurements of AGB from spaceborne sensors have relied on sensors of opportunity so far, since

no mission was designed for this specific purpose [6]. Several studies deal with either the combination

of forest height (FH) estimates from laser altimeters with other Earth observation (EO) measurements

(e.g., [7]) or with time series of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data to estimate AGB and its change

over time (e.g., [8]). Limitations of these studies mainly come from the very coarse scale at which

reliable estimation is possible or the availability of a limited amount of data both in time and space due

to the lack of systematic acquisition strategies over forested areas. Moreover, as regards SAR sensors,

the higher frequencies at which some in-orbit platforms operate (e.g., Sentinel-1, Tandem-X) are only

sensitive to the uppermost layer of the forest canopy (mainly leaves) and thus have only limited

retrieval capabilities, while the sensitivity to AGB of L-band sensors (ALOS-PALSAR, SAOCOM) tends

to saturate at higher levels of AGB [3,4].

The European Space Agency (ESA) Earth Explorer missions focus on the most challenging issues

identified by the scientific community regarding the study of our planet using innovative satellite

technologies. In this framework the BIOMASS mission was selected as the seventh Earth Explorer

in May 2013 [3,4]. The scientific goal of BIOMASS is to provide frequent global maps of AGB, FH

and forest disturbance (FD) at a resolution and accuracy compatible with the needs of international

reporting on carbon stocks [9] and terrestrial carbon modeling [1,6]. BIOMASS will carry the first

P-band radar in space (435 MHz) with multi-baseline interferometric and fully-polarimetric capabilities.

This configuration will provide unprecedented sensitivity to forest AGB and penetration capability

down to the underlying terrain [4,10].

The mission preparatory activities include the definition and implementation of the main

algorithms of the Prototype Processor for generating global biophysical mission products [11]. In this

paper, the scientific basis and the outline and operational flow of the level 2 prototype processor are

presented. Section 2 contains a summary of BIOMASS mission and product characteristics. Section 3

presents the scientific concepts and rationale behind the AGB inversion implemented in the processor,

as well as for the other mission products. In Section 4 the processor outline and operational flow

are presented, with a focus on global AGB estimation. In Section 5 experimental results from level 2

product generation obtained with campaign data are discussed, highlighting the current status and

open issues in Section 6.

2. BIOMASS Mission and Products Summary

2.1. BIOMASS Products

The data products to be retrieved in order to accomplish the primary mission objectives are

defined in the BIOMASS Mission Requirements Document [12] and are defined as:

1. AGB, defined as dry weight of woody matter per unit area, expressed in t/ha = Mg/ha. AGB is

defined as the mass of live organic matter above the soil including stem, stump, branches, bark,

seeds and foliage, it does not include dead mass, litter and below-ground biomass [13].
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2. FH, defined as upper canopy height according to the H100 standard used in forestry expressed in

m. H100 is defined as the average height of the 100 tallest trees/ha [14].

3. FD, defined as an area where an intact patch of forest has been cleared, expressed as a binary

classification of intact versus deforested or logged areas.

The accuracy and spatial resolution of these products are defined in Table 1. The higher resolution

of the FD product with respect to the AGB and FH products is due to two facts: (a) logging and

disturbance activities often occur at small scale requiring higher resolution to detect them; (b)

deforestation is expected to cause large changes in the radar return which is expected to be detectable

with a much smaller number of looks (i.e., independent samples in a spatial estimation window and

hence finer spatial resolution) than is needed to estimate AGB. The temporal sampling of products is

one map every global observation cycle, where the length of the global observation cycle depends on

the specific mission phase. The latency of the data products will be shorter than 1 month. The products

are intended to be global, covering forested land areas between 75◦N and 56◦S but subject to United

States Department of Defense Space Object Tracking Radar (SOTR) restrictions [15]. These restrictions

exclude coverage of North America and Europe.

Table 1. Summary of primary level 2 products.

Level 2 Product Resolution Accuracy

AGB 200 m <20% (or 10 t/ha for BIOMASS <50 t/ha)

FH 200 m biome-dependent, <30% for trees higher than 10 m

FD 50 m detection at a specified level of significance

2.2. BIOMASS Mission Characteristics

The spatial resolution of the BIOMASS level 1 single-look complex images will be about 8.3 m in

azimuth and 59 m in-ground range (25 m in slant range), where the range resolution is limited by the

6 MHz bandwidth of the system considering an incidence angle of 25◦. The 50 × 50 m2 product will

hence be based on six equivalent numbers of looks (ENL) [4].

The system will observe during both ascending and descending passes, thus providing for each

point within the observation mask at least two stacks of level 1 data within one global coverage cycle.

BIOMASS will be in a sun-synchronous orbit with a near dawn-dusk equator crossing time (Local

Time of the Ascending Node of 06:00 ± 15 min), chosen to minimize scintillation effects that occur in

the post-sunset equatorial ionosphere [16]. The system will be left-looking and the orbit inclination

will be 98◦, with the highest latitude in the northern hemisphere attained on the night-side.

The BIOMASS orbital pattern will be organized into three phases. The three month Commissioning

Phase (CP) is designed to allow 21 passes over a transponder at different incidence angles in order

to measure the 2-D antenna pattern and test the polarimetric calibration [17]. The subsequent

Tomographic Phase (TOM) will provide 3D tomographic mapping of all forest areas (in fact, all

continental areas) outside the SOTR zone. A TOM stack will be composed of seven acquisitions, each

one separated by three days and a baseline of 15% of the critical baseline (approximately 0.823 km

at the Equator [4]) which will be achieved through orbital drift [18]. This mission phase will require

425 days or approximately 14 months in order to cover the globe. The temporal and spatial separation

of the tracks was designed in order to preserve coherence at P-band with a repeat pass system [19].

The TOM phase will also provide the mission’s first global maps of AGB and FH. The remainder

of the five-year mission will be taken up by the Interferometric Phase (INT). During the INT phase

each interferometric stack will consist of three acquisitions, thus allowing for faster global coverage of

228 days (approximately seven months). Similar to the TOM phase, each acquisition will be separated

by three days and a baseline of 15% of the critical baseline.

Both ascending and descending data will be used to provide more independent samples in the

estimation, to reduce topographic effects and to acquire data with large enough ENL to meet the strict
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accuracy requirements. This means that the time to produce a final product at any given location

within the TOM phase and each cycle of the INT phase will depend on the interval between the

ascending and descending acquisitions at that point.

A peculiar feature of BIOMASS is the way the global coverage is obtained, as it is built up

systematically by a sequence of roll and repositioning maneuvers. This is due to the relatively

small swath width of approximately 50 km that can be achieved at P-band while maintaining the

performance requirements and a requirement for a three-day repeat cycle to maintain high coherence.

Roll maneuvers will allow the satellite to successively generate three sub-swaths of width 54.32,

54.41 and 46.06 km, giving a range of incidence angles across the combined swath from 23◦ to 34◦.

After acquiring the three subswaths, the satellite will conduct an orbit maneuver to move to the

next swath and start again to acquire a sequence of three subswaths. This strategy implies that

adjacent swaths used to build up the global coverage are gathered at different times. Consequently,

the algorithms retrieving the biophysical parameters will encounter differences in the environmental

conditions between adjacent swaths acquired during one global coverage cycle. It is thus of paramount

importance that the proposed algorithms are robust to or can compensate for these variations to avoid

introducing systematic biases in the final global products.

3. Scientific Background

3.1. AGB Retrieval

The relationship between P-band SAR backscatter intensity of forests and forest AGB is governed

by a large number of factors related to both forest characteristics (3D structure, species, growth stage,

leaf and wood water content, etc.) and the environment (topography, soil moisture and surface

roughness). An inversion taking into account all these parameters is ill-posed, as mentioned in the

following. Existing studies are usually based on data obtained on a limited number of test sites and

for one point in time. For these, extensive reference data available within the same scene were used

in the training process of some inversion scheme. The extension from reference plots to the entire

scene was performed using statistical methods (e.g., Random Forest), or using simplified physical

models [20–24]. In those models effort was made to reduce or take into account the various effects

disturbing the relation between vegetation AGB and backscatter (including system effects, such as

radiometric accuracy and incidence angle, and environmental effects, such as soil and vegetation

moisture, surface roughness and ground topography).

The following approaches to retrieve AGB from P-Band SAR data have been identified:

1. in the tropics, regression of VH tomographic intensity from a height around 30 m above the

ground against reference data using a log-linear regression relation [20];

2. in the tropics, regression of a VH polarimetric power index of some form (σ0, γ0 or t0) against

reference data using a power law [21];

3. in the boreal zone, regression of a polarimetric relation involving all three polarimetric terms (HH,

VV and VH) [25] against reference data [22];

4. a physics-based approach based on a semi-empirical scattering model [23];

5. conversion of height estimates into AGB using allometric relations [24], which does not rely on

regression or reference data for its primary height estimate, but thereafter is dependent on the

accuracy of the height-to-AGB allometric relationships used.

However, these approaches are subject to severe limitations. The data on which tropical inversion

schemes were based covered a very limited range of conditions: almost all the reference plots had high

AGB and the environmental conditions during the acquisitions of the airborne data used to develop

the algorithms showed little variation. Topography was the major disturbing factor and methods

were developed to minimize its impact [21], even though significant sensitivity to AGB could mostly

be demonstrated using tomographic techniques [20]. Boreal campaigns were specifically designed
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to include substantial environmental changes, and the study areas included significant topographic

variation. This allowed the development of relations that mitigated both moisture and slope effects by

the use of the HH/VV ratio [22]. However, establishing the regressions or parametrizing the models

relied (both for tropics and boreal) on substantial amounts of reference data, so the generality of these

relations was of great concern. Boreal studies [22] indicated that the regression could be successfully

transferred between sites to some extent. However, satisfactory accuracy across all boreal datasets

could only be achieved by increasing the number of regression parameters, and extra parameters are

to be handled with care for a global algorithm, especially when they have no clear physical meaning.

The model presented in [23] is more grounded in scattering physics but its initial assessment

suggested that it involved too many parameters, required too much reference data and was

algorithmically unstable. Regarding AGB estimation from height, particularly in the tropics, the

allometric relations between height and AGB are not mature enough to yield accurate AGB estimates,

especially when the uncertainty in the height estimate from Pol-InSAR is taken into account. Moreover,

the application of allometric equations without precisely knowing the diameter causes errors as,

in many tree species, the variation of diameter and tree height is not correlated after a certain

point [26]. To overcome this issue, it would be useful to add optical-based variables (e.g., multispectral

data [27]) or structural-related variables (e.g., heterogeneity from LiDAR [28]), but this would add more

requirements on external/training data to the algorithm, weakening the desired self-containedness.

Circumventing these limitations and making full use of the BIOMASS interferometric observation

capabilities requires a fundamentally new conceptual design of the retrieval. This revision is based on

three research results of the mission preparatory activities:

1. The observational and modeling evidence that 30–40% of the total AGB in a dense tropical forest

is contained in the canopy region 25–35 m above the ground [20], and that the biomass in this

region is highly correlated with the total AGB [29];

2. The development of signal processing techniques (i.e., ground cancellation) to cancel out the

backscatter signal from the ground layer using interferometric stacks of P-band data to isolate the

volume scattering element of the forest canopy;

3. The development of an optimization approach to solve the model [23] that minimizes the need

for reference data.

Studies comparing tomographic SAR data to in situ observations of AGB show that the backscatter

of a layer located at 30 m above ground shows higher sensitivity to and correlation with AGB than

the total backscatter of the whole canopy [20]. The explanation for this observation is twofold. First,

the effectiveness of SAR tomography in achieving good sensitivity to AGB is due to the fact that by

reconstructing the full 3D image of the forest it is possible to single out the canopy layer, which is

hardly contaminated by any contribution from the ground layer as long as the vertical resolution is

sufficient. Second, recent ecological studies in dense tropical forests reveal that the correlation between

AGB and the area occupied at different heights by large trees (as derived from terrestrial LiDAR

measurements) is maximal at a height of about 30 m [29], and about one-third of the total volume

tends to be concentrated at the same height above the ground [30]. These findings provide a sound

basis for the very good results obtained with tomographic regression [20]. These results are further

confirmed by the prediction obtained with the TROLL ecological model that for dense tropical forests

the fraction of biomass contained between 20 and 40 m accounts for about 35% to 40% of the total AGB.

This relation is stable over a large range of AGB values. It has to be noted however that the relevance

of the layer of vegetation around 30 m was demonstrated for dense tropical forests [31], in other types of

forests with different structures the most representative layer height may be different. These results,

along with the evidence that the ground mostly acts as a noise source to the AGB retrieval (being

influenced mainly by soil moisture, the micro-relief of the surface and tree-ground interaction) [32]

and the limited availability of baselines during the INT mission phase compared to the TOM phase,

motivated the development of ground cancellation techniques. Finally, from [23] the backscattering
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coefficient in each polarimetric channel can be expressed as the incoherent summation of three main

contributions: volume (related to the forest canopy), surface, and double-bounce scattering (related to

the ground). With ground cancellation the volume component can be isolated which, as noted above,

is well correlated with AGB.

Volume separation can be obtained through model-based ground and volume decomposition

techniques [33,34], although the decomposition does not have a unique solution and the preferred

solution is obtained by imposing physical constraints on the model [35,36]. Interferometric ground

cancellation [37] instead relies purely on geometry. Consider two acquisitions separated by an

interferometric baseline that has been previously phase-calibrated [38,39] and phase-steered, so that

the sensor-terrain distance is compensated, and the ground level corresponds to zero. By subtracting

these two acquisitions, cancellation of the ground, as well as the emphasis of a certain height layer, is

automatically achieved with a vertical impulse response function (IRF) that weights backscatter within

the resolution cell depending on the interferometric baseline:

IRF(z) = 2j exp

(

j
kz

2
z

)

sin

(

kz

2
z

)

(1)

where z is the elevation and kz is the phase-to-height conversion factor. As IRF(z = 0) = 0, terrain

scattering is canceled out. The value of kz determines the position of the peak of the vertical IRF, that is

zpeak = π/kz = zamb/2, with zamb being the height of ambiguity [40]. With more than two acquisitions

a specific elevation can be emphasized in the processing, while at the same time removing the ground

echo. A synthetic SLC image emphasizing the desired z0 can be produced by linearly interpolating

the stack to the position kz = kz(z0). Ground cancellation for each polarization is then obtained as

IGN = Imaster − Ikz(z0)
. It must be noted that unlike extracting a tomographic layer at a specific height,

ground cancellation emphasizes an interval of heights and it is thus less sensitive to change of the

average canopy height depending on the specific type of forest.

The effectiveness of ground cancellation is shown in Figure 1. The two top panels show

ground-canceled data produced by using image pairs which correspond to a short and long

interferometric baseline, respectively. As a reference, we show in the two bottom panels the HH-VV

phase difference obtained using the original SLC data (bottom left) and the tomographic section

corresponding to the ground elevation (bottom right). Double bounce scattering from ground-trunk

interactions is associated with a value of the HH-VV phase approaching 180◦. This phenomenon is

significant at Paracou, a tropical forest site in French Guiana, and strongly connected to local ground

topography [32]. It is immediate to see that the HH-VV phase of both ground-canceled images is

nearly zero everywhere on forested areas, while the presence of double bounce scattering is clearly

observable in the phase of original SLC data and (especially) in tomographic data.

The effectiveness of ground cancellation in enhancing the backscatter-AGB correlation is

highlighted in Figure 2. Ground truth AGB plots are represented against σ0 [41] for the same area in

three cases: the VH channel power from SLC (left plot), the tomographic power at 30 m layer (center

plot) and the power of the volume-only component as obtained through ground cancellation. It is

evident that while from a single acquisition we get no sensitivity to AGB, ground cancellation greatly

improves correlation and sensitivity, with tomography giving the best results.

A critical point regarding the application of ground cancellation is the availability of a precise

Digital Terrain Model (DTM). Equation (1) shows that if data are steered in phase with an incorrect

DTM, the elevation canceled out will not correspond to the true terrain, thus resulting in errors. Since

commonly available global Digital Elevation Models (DEM) are estimated from sensors operating at

higher frequencies than P-band (e.g., Tandem-X or SRTM [42]), the elevation model may not correspond

to the real terrain level, due to the limited penetration capabilities of higher frequencies into natural

media. Thus, a suitable DTM will be produced from BIOMASS data themselves by using the full 3D

information achievable from multi-baseline tomographic data [43] in the TOM phase.

Once the backscattering terms related to the ground (surface scattering and double bounce) are
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removed from the model formulation [23], the volume only scattering term related to the canopy can

be expressed in simplified form (both for low and high attenuation vegetation [4]) as:

σVOL
pq = CpqWαpq cosnpq θ, (2)

where pq is the polarization combination, Cpq is a scaling coefficient, W is the AGB, αpq is a coefficient

determined by forest structure, and θ is the local incidence angle accounting for topography [21]. npq is

a coefficient accounting for the volumetric scattering within the resolution cell [20]. Modeling the σVOL
pq

in this way is consistent with previous literature, which states that the most appropriate backscattering

coefficient correction for uniform volumetric scattering is γ0 = σ0/ cos θ [20–22]. The difference of

n from 1 is an empirical correction which allows for more flexibility when accounting for multiple

volumetric effects [21].

Figure 1. HH-VV phase: (a) ground-cancelled data obtained from a short-baseline pair;

(b) ground-cancelled data obtained from a long-baseline pair; (c) original SLC data; (d) tomographic

section corresponding to terrain height. Dataset: Paracou, ONERA [20].
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Rp = 0.93, sensitivity = 75.53 t/ha/dB
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(c)
Rp = 0.73, sensitivity = 94.1 t/ha/dB

Figure 2. Correlation and sensitivity of backscattered power with respect to above-ground biomass

(AGB). (a) VH channel power from SLC, (b) tomographic power at 30 m above ground (center plot),

(c) power of the volume only component obtained through ground cancellation. Dataset: Paracou,

ONERA [20].

The model presented in Equation (2) contains many fewer parameters than the original

formulation in [23]. It can be solved from ground-cancelled data by constraining the dimensionality of

the unknown parameters. AGB is not polarization-dependent and we assume that Cpq, αpq, and npq

are slowly varying in time and space. All model parameters can be simultaneously estimated by a

non-linear iterative minimization scheme without model training [44]. However, there is a scaling
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ambiguity since the same prediction is obtained if the model parameters Cpq, αpq are scaled versions of

the true parameters. The parameters are also sensitive to canopy moisture changes although this effect

is ignored in [23]. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain an unambiguous estimate of the true AGB value

W0 without calibration. Reference data are needed, but these data do not need to cover a wide range

of backscatter, slope and incidence angle conditions, as would be required if any of the models such

as [23], were to be trained directly. Several options exist for reference data, e.g., in situ data and LiDAR

AGB estimates, though a systematic network of calibration super-sites with suitable characteristics for

AGB is yet to be established (this is mainly due to the limited number of sites available, mostly in the

tropics, and the different spatial scale of the measurements with respect to that of AGB). Among the

pre-launch activities, the Forest Observation System [45] database is being developed with that aim

and possible benefits will come also from the cooperation between ESA BIOMASS and the NASA

GEDI [46] and NISAR initiatives [47].

3.2. FH Product

The FH product is generated in both the TOM and INT phases. The baseline methodology

for the INT phase is implemented by means of Pol-InSAR which in recent years has evolved into a

well-established method [33].

Polarimetric-interferometric correlations estimated from data are linked to forest structural

parameters such as FH, terrain height, ground-to-volume ratio, canopy extinction and scalar temporal

decorrelation used to model environmental changes through the Random Volume over Ground

(RVoG) model. This model assumes that forest scattering comes from an extended layer of height

equal to the canopy height above an opaque ground layer. The vertical distribution of scatterers is

weighted by an extinction function, accounting for electromagnetic attenuation through the vegetation.

The propagation through the volume is assumed to be independent of polarization. Two approaches

are possible for ground and volume separation in order to fit the volume-only correlations: the

classic coherence region-based approach, performing the separation for each interferometric pair

independently [33] and the algebraic decomposition-based approach [34], performing the separation

for all interferometric pairs simultaneously. While the former provides the flexibility of accounting

for the temporal decorrelation between each interferometric pair, the latter estimates the average

polarimetric-interferometric properties of the volumetric scattering mechanism within the timespan

needed to acquire the stack.

Pros and cons of Pol-InSAR are well known from the literature, thanks to extensive studies and

validation. The main challenges for BIOMASS are the presence of ground scattering in all polarizations

due to the limited extinction at P-band [34], the limited ENL available at 6 MHz and temporal

decorrelation due to the three-day repeat cycle. Thus, the design of the inversion scheme accounts

for scalar temporal decorrelation and three-dimensional polarimetric ground scattering. Another

critical point is that an accurate DTM is required for the height estimation algorithm to be unbiased.

To minimize the impact of this uncertainty the algorithm is expected to use the terrain elevation of the

DTM derived during the tomographic phase [43], similarly to the ground cancellation described in

Section 3.1.

During the TOM phase FH will be estimated from the upper envelope of the tomographic voxel

intensity, as is done for instance in [35] for boreal forests. This is done by employing ground/volume

separation to isolate volume-only contributions from data and computing tomographic voxels from

them [34].

3.3. FD Product

The disturbance product generation is based on level 1 instead of level 2 products: the restriction

to severe disturbance allows the spatial resolution to be much finer than the other products since the

associated changes in backscatter are expected to be several dBs in each intensity channel. As numerous

other sensors are used to detect severe disturbance with higher temporal revisit and spatial resolution
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(Sentinel-1, optical [48]), the BIOMASS disturbance product will be a complement to their capabilities

that allows for the detection of selective logging.

The detection of changes in the polarimetric time series is based on hypothesis testing, where

the null hypothesis is that in a time series of polarimetric data no change has occurred (at a given

position and up to a given time). If this hypothesis fails at a given level of significance (assuming a

Wishart distribution for the complex covariance data), then we assume a change has occurred [49].

Note that this approach does not specify the detection probability, which depends on the form of the

multi-variate probability distribution function associated with disturbed forest. Unlike the distribution

for the unchanged forest, this distribution cannot be specified a priori because change may affect the

covariance matrix in many different ways. Instead, the approach provides a statistically well-defined

way to determine how sure we are that change has occurred. Note that it is closely related to the

constant false alarm rate approach to target detection, in which the probability that an undisturbed pixel

is incorrectly classified as disturbed is fixed. The estimates are updated each time a new acquisition is

added to the stack, and significance levels can be attached to the test statistics.

An open issue in generating the BIOMASS disturbance product in this way is that changes in the

signal caused by disturbance occur against a general background of non-forest and environmental

changes. Further work is required to quantify how much these nuisance changes will increase the

false detection rate. An important requirement is also to have an initial forest mask, derived from

the BIOMASS data themselves or from some other source, in order to mask out detections in the

non-forest areas.

4. Processor Architecture and Current Implementation

All software modules of the BIOMASS level 2 processor are implemented in the Python language

and are integrated as open-source libraries in the BIOMASS Mission Algorithm and Analysis Platform

(BMAAP) [50], which is the official platform for BIOMASS data analysis and algorithm development

that will be opened along with the mission launch.

In the following, the main processing chains for AGB, FH and FD product generation are presented.

Particular focus is dedicated to the AGB retrieval, as most research effort was committed to the

generation of this product.

4.1. AGB Product Generation

The processing chain for the AGB product generation is outlined in Figure 3.

DTM

incidence angle 

calculation and 

radiometric

calibration

geocoding

AGB retrieval
calibration 

areas

AGB map

historical time 

series

change detection

valid forest 

map update
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phase calibrated and 
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ground 

cancellation

asc/desc
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Figure 3. Main outline of the AGB product generation chain.
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4.1.1. Data Pre-Processing

The starting point is a full-polarimetric stack of multi-baseline SLC data(reciprocity can be

assumed so that HV = VH), coregistered to a common master geometry, and calibrated both

radiometrically and in-phase (which will be denoted by level 1c). This will correspond to three

acquisitions with a different baseline in the INT phase and seven acquisitions during the TOM phase

for a given cycle and ascending or descending pass. The data stack is phase-calibrated, which means

that all the noise related to atmospheric effects (mainly ionosphere) and orbital inaccuracies are

compensated for and the phase of the complex data is related directly to the geometric sensor-to-target

distance [38,39]. Moreover, the data are DTM flattened, i.e., the sensor-to-ground distance has been

compensated so that the ground level corresponds to zero elevation. As already mentioned in

Section 3.1 this implies having a precise DTM available, which will be generated using the full

3D information of the TOM phase.

The first processing step applied to data is ground cancellation [37]. As explained in Section 3.1,

ground cancellation is a way to combine two or more images in order to attenuate the ground return

from interferometric data and at the same time enhance a vegetation layer well correlated with the

AGB, depending on the baseline. This can be done by simply subtracting two calibrated and ground

steered acquisitions in the case of a single baseline or by subtracting from the master an acquisition

synthesized at a desired interferometric vertical wavenumber k0
z by interpolation from multi-baseline

data, k0
z corresponding to the height of interest z0. In this way a set of three polarimetric images

representative of the forest canopy will be obtained.

Subsequently, compensation of the radiometric variations due to the variation of the incidence

angle over the swath is carried out in order to go from backscattering coefficient β0 to σ0 [51], using

precise local incidence angle estimation from the tomographic DTM. The σ0 polarimetric data are then

geocoded to map coordinates. A fixed grid reference system is chosen in order to ease merging of

subsequent ascending and descending products and AGB calibration (e.g., [52]).

An up to date forest/non-forest map (from the disturbance product presented in Section 3.3) is

computed during the INT phase by change detection between the current stack and historical time

series, in order to aid the AGB estimation algorithm. For the TOM phase an initial map will be available

from the BIOMASS data themselves or from some other source, to be updated during the INT phase.

4.1.2. Global AGB Estimation

After geocoding to a fixed global grid, AGB estimation is performed. The model described in

Equation (2) is inverted by iteratively minimizing a cost function of the form:

J(WROI , p; σ, WCAL, θ) = ||lg( f (WROI , pROI ; θROI))− lg(σROI)||2+

||lg( f (pCAL; WCAL, θCAL))− lg(σCAL)||2.
(3)

In Equation (3), lg is the base 10 logarithm, W is the vector collecting the AGB values, known for

at least two calibration (CAL) points, to be estimated for a grid of regions-of-interest (ROIs); p is the

model parameter vector (Cpq, αpq, npq) to be estimated for all the points; σ is the vector of observables,

i.e., σ0 for all the three polarizations after ground cancellation; θ is the vector of local incidence angle

values accounting for local topography; f (·) is the model of Equation (2).

The dimensionality of the inversion problem is reduced considering that:

1. AGB, i.e., W, varies in space, but not with polarization or between ascending and descending

passes (as long as no disturbance occurred between the acquisition times);

2. the local incidence angle varies only in space and between ascending and descending passes;

3. model parameters (Cpq, αpq, npq) vary with polarization, but slowly in space, so that they can

be assumed constant within a grid region (see below for more details). Generally, they can also

vary between ascending and descending passes due to, e.g., vegetation moisture variability
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and residual kz-dependent ground contributions. Since the differences between ascending

and descending passes and between repeat swaths gathered in different cycles are uncertain,

the algorithm has the flexibility to alter whether these parameters should vary or be constant across

swaths. One approach to this is to first assume that both Cpq and αpq are constant. The inversion

is then run and AGB is estimated for both swaths. If AGB estimates over unchanged areas are

similar, without any visible trends or biases, then the assumption is taken to be correct. Otherwise,

the assumptions may need to be reviewed and the inversion has to be performed using different

assumptions about the variability of model parameters across swaths. If an ascending-descending

pair is used, then npq is assumed to be constant between these two swaths and can be estimated

with better confidence. If only a single heading is available, npq should be fixed to an empirical

value to reduce the dimensionality of the inversion and avoid ambiguity [53,54].

The provided ROIs must represent the diversity of AGB, backscatter and incidence angle

conditions across the scene. These ROIs can be stands, plots or even individual pixels. Larger

ROIs are preferred because they give a larger number of looks and less speckle. A large number of

ROIs is preferred because this represents a larger number of backscatter-AGB combinations, at the

price of a larger computational load. A regular sampling of ROIs is preferred because this gives a

better representation of incidence angle scenarios.

To obtain low bias, the estimation algorithm requires at least two calibration areas with

known AGB. For this reason, global estimation begins over areas with existing reference AGB data,

e.g., well-known test sites. Subsequently, AGB is estimated using regions in overlap zones without

significant forest disturbance and associated AGB estimates obtained in the previous steps, but now

used as calibration references. For this, a global regular ROI grid is set up, from which ROIs in overlap

regions are selected as calibration areas for adjacent acquisitions. The BIOMASS disturbance detection

is carried out prior to calibration area selection from the ROIs to discard deforested and severely

changed areas. Accordingly, a global grid of model parameters (Cpq, αpq, npq) is established and

subsequently filled. It will have a coarser spatial sampling than the ROI grid, as model parameters are

assumed to vary more slowly in space than AGB. The best model parameter grid size will be dealt

with in a separate study, as further understanding is required to shed light on the variability of model

parameters from area to area and from forest to forest [54] (the reader is also referred to Sections 5.3 and

6.2). The procedure is repeated until global coverage is achieved and both grids are filled. This process

results in the global level-2 AGB product, which can be further refined by combining ascending and

descending tracks in the estimation step. The processor is able to deal with data both from individual

and combined acquisitions.

4.2. FH Product Generation

The FH product generation in the INT phase is depicted in Figure 4. The level 1c stack is fed into

the RVoG inversion, after computing precise incidence angles from the DTM. Again an up to date

forest/non-forest map provides additional input in order to mask out non-valid points.

The RVoG module computes the complex polarimetric correlation between each acquisition pair

(i.e., the three possible pairs in each triplet), perform ground and volume separation and fits the model

to volume-only correlation as a function of FH, extinction, ground-to-volume ratio and temporal

decorrelation for each baseline. The inversion includes correction of topographic effects [55] that

affect both kz and the estimated FH. In particular, terrain slopes tilted in range towards the radar

decrease the local incidence angle and increase the vertical wavenumber. Slopes tilted away from

the radar have the opposite effect. Accordingly, for the same volume height, on positive slopes the

interferometric correlation decreases and FH (if estimated without terrain correction) is overestimated

while on negative slopes the interferometric coherence increases and FH is underestimated. Hence

for unbiased FH inversion, the dependence of kz on range terrain slopes has to be accounted for.

After inversion, the estimated volume heights have to be transformed into FH, as the terrain slope

correction by means of the local incidence angle also tilts the reference ground level [55].
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Figure 4. Main outline of the forest height (FH) product generation chain (Interferometric Phase

(INT) phase).

The output FH map is then geocoded to map coordinates. If available, ascending and descending

passes are processed separately for the same area and then merged at the map level. Merging is done

on the basis of the accuracy requirements outlined in Section 2. For each geometry (ascending or

descending) the areas associated with vertical wavenumbers kz lower than a minimum threshold

or higher than a maximum threshold are masked out. The maximum threshold is defined by the

minimum number of looks (assumed as 20) required to meet the performance and is set at 60% of the

critical wavenumber [56,57]. The minimum threshold is defined by the lower FH that has to fulfill the

performance specifications (set at 10 m). Three cases are possible: one of the two solutions is masked

out (combined FH will be given by the single solution); both solutions are available (combined FH will

be given by the mean or alternatively by a weighted combination of the two FHs); both solutions are

masked out, in which case we either do not provide any solution, or use only one solution and flag a

warning. The final strategy is still to be decided based on further investigations.

In the TOM phase, FH is retrieved from tomographic voxels. Volume-only contributions are

computed using algebraic decomposition [34]. Then volume-only data are focused in 3D and FH is

estimated from the upper envelope of tomographic voxel intensity by setting a threshold to the power

decay at each range-azimuth bin.

4.3. FD Product Generation

The generation of the FD product is summarised in Figure 5. The process takes as input a stack of

polarimetric data, which are averaged to 6 looks in azimuth to reach the target resolution of 50 m (see

Table 1) and to allow the calculation of scattering statistics expressed by the covariance matrix [25]. This

process is only run for pixels within a forest mask at a given time N. For the initial run, the forest mask

generated during the TOM phase will be used (see Section 4.1.1). Assuming a Wishart distribution for

the complex covariance data, hypothesis testing [49] is then applied to determine whether the new

matrix is different from the previous n matrices at that pixel at a given significance level. If the null

hypothesis (no change occurred) is rejected, we assume that the given pixel is disturbed. The pixel is

then removed from the forest mask at time N + 1, i.e., the currently completed global cycle.
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Figure 5. Main outline of the FD product generation chain (INT phase).

4.4. Product Quality Considerations

All three forest products (AGB, FH and FD) are intended to be provided with an additional layer.

This contains information about the quality of the estimates obtained from the error budget of the

overall end-to-end processing chain for each pixel. The definition of the best quality metrics for each

product is still being investigated, but some general consideration about the main sources of error is

already possible.

For AGB and FH, in particular, the focus is on determining the impact of errors mainly in

the DTM and covariance/multi-look statistics. Both systematic and random DTM errors must be

precisely quantified, as both ground notching employed in AGB estimation and RVoG inversion

for height estimation relies on a precise estimate of the height level of the terrain, as explained in

Sections 3.1 and 3.2. A dedicated study is ongoing to determine the quality of the DTM estimate

from tomography [58]. Concerning the estimation of covariance/multi-look statistics, classical bounds

from the interferometric literature already provide consistent metrics [40]. For AGB, a further point

is represented by the errors on the ground plots used to calibrate AGB estimation, thus confidence

intervals on the AGB estimates from ground plots through allometric equations have to be accounted

for in the error budget [45]. The impact of the spatial distribution (or better the representativeness

of geometric and environmental conditions) and size of the calibration plots and propagation of the

errors when propagating the estimates through overlaps is a particularly delicate point, that will be

assessed in a dedicated study [54]. For FD, the error budget is based on the statistics of multi-look

estimated covariance matrices.

The end-to-end error budget to form the quality indicators is derived through sensitivity analysis

of the end-to-end error model, in order to transfer the uncertainties in the inputs to the outputs.

Wherever the complexity of the model is too demanding, an alternative would be to use statistical

procedures such as bootstrapping [59], where confidence intervals on the estimates are built by

random sampling with replacement of the inputs based on their errors. A comprehensive reference on

uncertainty estimation for biomass retrieval can be found in [60].

5. Experimental Results

In this section, experimental results obtained by testing the algorithms on campaign data are

presented. The scope of the analyses shown is to gain preliminary insights into the performance of the

level 2 product generation under conditions we consider realistic for the operational BIOMASS mission.
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For a complete validation of the algorithms, as well as intermediate products and in-depth analysis of

the behavior of model parameters for AGB retrieval, dedicated publications are envisaged [54,61].

Tests were executed on data from ESA airborne campaigns collected at tropical forest sites:

TropiSAR [20] and AfriSAR [44]. The airborne campaign datasets used for the initial tests are

summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of airborne campaign datasets.

Site Campaign Date Heading/s v. Baselines Stacks Scenes/Stack

Paracou TropiSAR 24/08/2009 8◦ 15 m/30 m/45 m/60 m/75 m 1 6
La Lope AfriSAR 15/02/2016 124◦/230◦/275◦/320◦ 10 m/−30 m 4 3

Mabounie AfriSAR 11/02/2016 0◦ 10 m/−20 m/−30 m 1 4
Rabi AfriSAR 07/02/2016 310◦ 10 m/−20 m/−30 m 1 4

LiDAR-based DTMs, forest height and AGB maps, as well as plot-based ground measurements of

AGB, were used as reference data [62]. The current focus of the project is mainly on tropical forests,

since these are the main areas of interest for the mission, as they contain two-thirds of global AGB

carbon stocks [15]. Moreover, the tropics contain areas with large AGB values, for which it is hardest

to obtain sensitivity [21], thus representing a suitable scenario for performance assessment. Note that

the FD product generation is not tested as no reference dataset documenting notable forest disturbance

with associated polarimetric data is currently available.

Data were reprocessed from the original campaign datasets in order to make them compliant

with the input specification of the processor. In particular, the data stacks (originally coregistered

to a common master geometry) were phase-calibrated following the methodology presented in [39]

and a precise DTM was estimated using tomographic techniques [43] for all the scenarios. As a

last preparatory step, data were also filtered to the single-look BIOMASS resolution by reducing the

bandwidth [57]. This implies that the significant variation in the local incidence angle over the swath

due to airborne geometry is not compensated for at this stage. Compensation is later carried out

through ground cancellation and radiometric calibration, as explained in Section 4. The same DTM

was used for compensating the data in phase so that the ground level corresponds to zero. Data

were also harmonized with regard to formats and annotations, so as to process them within the same

algorithmic platform. Reprocessed data were delivered for integration into the BMAAP [50]. Ground

truth and reference data were available from ground plots collected within the framework of the

aforementioned campaigns or from LiDAR data provided by the Evolution and Biological Diversity

Laboratory (EDB) [46].

It is worth remarking that, although the data used for testing contain significant topographic,

incidence angle and AGB variation, these are unlikely to be representative of all the possible set of

conditions the algorithms will face during operations. This is especially true as regards environmental

effects as, though the data were collected in several years, no suitable time series over the same scenario

was available, for example, to test the disturbance product algorithm. AfriSAR data contain a higher

range of AGB than TropiSAR data, a wider range of scenario conditions and were collected in two

different years and seasons, from ONERA in July 2015 and from DLR in February 2016. However,

the relative calibration of the DLR and ONERA datasets resulted in differences in the dynamic range

when comparing data from same scenes, suggesting not mixing the two datasets. This means that the

tests being performed are only for estimators operating under a limited set of the conditions that will

be met by BIOMASS. Hence this preliminary testing of the level 2 performance for the tropics can only

be considered interim.

In the following, selected results from the tests are presented according to different scenarios,

with a focus on the AGB product. We assume that the estimated products, xe(n), are to be compared to

a reference dataset, xr(n), with samples n = 1/N. Since the reference dataset may contain errors [45]

we cannot measure the true error in the product estimates, only their difference from the reference.
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The applied statistical measures are the bias or mean difference (MD) and the root mean square

difference (RMSD, containing both bias and dispersion):

MD =
1

N

N

∑
n=1

xe(n)− xr(n)

RMSD =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N

∑
n=1

[xe(n)− xr(n)]
2.

(4)

Both can be expressed in the form of Equation (4) or in equivalent percentage form with respect to the

reference measurements. Additionally, for some of the results the Pearson correlation coefficient is

computed, defined as:

Rp =
∑

N
n=1 [xe(n)− xe] [xr(n)− xr]

√

∑
N
n=1 [xe(n)− xe]

2
√

∑
N
n=1 [xr(n)− xr]

2
, (5)

where · represents the average.

5.1. AGB Estimation Accuracy

The accuracy of AGB estimation with respect to the target requirements is tested at the Paracou

site in French Guiana from TropiSAR data. Paracou is characterized by hilly topography and high

AGB range with a mean value of 345 t/ha (with a dispersion of 73 t/ha). In situ surveys provided

16 ground plots, one of which has size 25 ha, the rest being 6.25 ha, all measured in the same year as

the SAR campaign.

AGB inversion is run on calibrated ground-cancelled data geocoded to a UTM grid. The AGB

estimation ROIs are 200 m × 200 m wide and with 250 m × 250 m spacing. The height emphasized by

ground cancellation corresponds to 30 m above ground level [20]. Results are shown in Figure 6. Two

of the ground plots were chosen as calibration points for the algorithm, as representative of the higher

and lower AGB regions. Since only one heading is available, the model parameter npq is fixed to 0.5

(see Section 4.1.2) as this configuration proved to produce the best results in the framework of this

initial performance assessment.

Figure 6. (a) Estimated AGB map, (b) zoom of the area showing the ground plots location and the

calibration plots (red frame), (c) estimated against reference AGB.

In plot (a) the estimated AGB map is represented in UTM, with the ground plot locations

superimposed in grey boxes. In near range, corresponding to the right side of the plot, the estimation

saturates, possibly due to residual uncompensated incidence angle effects. In plot (b), zoom of the

area corresponding to the ground plot location is represented, highlighting also the two plots used

for calibration. In (c) the estimated AGB is plotted against reference AGB. The RMSD is 82 t/ha,

corresponding to about 23% for this range of AGB values, close to target requirements, while the
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Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.7. By comparing the blue line corresponding to the fit with the

black one-to-one line, a bias is evident, amounting to about 55 t/ha for the entire range of AGB values.

The bias could be introduced by the two calibration areas being at very similar range and incidence

angles, thus not representing the whole range of scenarios.

5.2. Effects of Topography and Multi-Pass Combination on AGB Estimation

This test used the dataset acquired at the La Lope site in Gabon from four different headings by

DLR in the framework of the AfriSAR campaign (see Table 2). The terrain at La Lope has topographic

variations from moderately flat to steep slopes, and the AGB range follows a bimodal distribution

around low AGB values (50 t/ha) and high AGB values (450 t/ha), with mean value 298 t/ha

(dispersion 172 t/ha). Ground plots were collected, but found to be not fully representative of

the full range of forest conditions. Hence, LiDAR-derived AGB maps are used as the main data source

for reference data.

AGB inversion was run on calibrated ground-cancelled data geocoded to the UTM grid. The AGB

estimation ROIs are 200 m × 200 m wide and spaced at 250 m × 250 m. The height emphasized by

ground cancellation corresponds to 50 m above ground level, as taller trees are found in La Lope than

Paracou. Two areas from the LiDAR AGB maps are chosen as calibration points for the algorithm,

as representative of the higher and lower AGB regions, shown in Figure 7a. As for the Paracou scenario,

the model parameter npq is fixed to 0.5.

Figure 7. (a) Reference AGB map for La Lope. The locations of the calibration areas are shown in white

boxes. (b) AGB estimation for heading 1 (124◦). (c) AGB estimation for heading 2 (275◦). (d) AGB

estimation for both headings combined.

AGB was estimated for two headings separately and then both headings were combined. We

selected two headings with contrasting look-angles in order to simulate an ascending/descending

combination representing an operational BIOMASS scenario. The effects of further combinations of

headings are studied in [54]. Note that when combining data from two or more headings, the algorithm

still produces one AGB map for each backscatter dataset with parameters estimated from the joint

inversion. For this test, the maps are then averaged to provide one output product. In Figure 7b–d the
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estimated AGB maps are represented for the two individual headings as well as for the combination of

headings. Note that the AGB estimation for the combined headings has a smaller extent due to the

limited overlap of the opposing acquisitions. It can be seen that while all three estimated AGB maps

reproduce the general patterns of the reference map, the estimation based on two headings shows

the most homogeneous result and the best agreement with the reference LiDAR-based AGB map.

The patterns of AGB estimates from single headings show some local differences whose explanation

can be twofold: sensitivity to AGB may depend in part on the acquisition geometry heading (thus

on incidence angle and local slopes) and incidence angle variation for the considered area may be

attributed to AGB variation by the model. This is further analyzed in [54], where plots of bias and

RMSE against incidence angle are presented.

Figure 8 compares the AGB estimates for two individual headings (a) and (b) as well as for the

combined headings (c), with the LiDAR- and ground-based reference data. The red circles indicate

the results for the estimation ROIs with a size of 200 m × 200 m; here the LiDAR-based map is used

to extract reference AGB values. Reference values and estimation results for the ground plots are

indicated by blue crosses. For the individual headings, dispersion in the high AGB region leads to

RMSD values of 25.4% to 32.8% (LiDAR-based) and 32.5% to 47.5% (ground-based). The combination of

headings substantially reduces the RMSD to 18.9% (LiDAR-based) and 14.2% (ground-based). A small

bias relative to LiDAR ROIs can be seen in the high AGB region of plot (b), which is significantly

mitigated in the combined headings case (c).

Figure 8. Results for AGB estimation based on (a) heading 124◦, (b) heading 275◦, (c) both headings

combined. Red circles indicate the 200 m × 200 m regions-of-interest (ROIs) using the LiDAR-based

AGB map as a reference. Blue crosses indicate the ground measurements. The 1-1 line is indicated by

the black dashed line, the blue and red dotted lines show the linear regression for the corresponding

reference dataset.

To study the influence of topography, the dependence of MD and RMSD on the terrain slope

(calculated using the LiDAR AGB map) is visualized in Figure 9. Since azimuth slopes have only a

secondary impact on estimation performance by moderately increasing the dispersion, only range

slopes are considered in this test. It is clear in Figure 9a,b that increasing slopes degrade AGB

estimation, especially for slopes facing away from the sensor (indicated as negative slopes). Note

that using a combination of headings for model parameter estimation still produces one AGB map

for each of the input headings. Hence, Figure 9c,d show the results of AGB estimation based on

combined headings for headings 124◦ and 275◦ respectively. In these cases, the impact of slopes is

much less severe as the RMSD values remain stable across different slope values, although a small

bias (expressed by the MD) is introduced. Nevertheless, the combination of headings clearly leads to

improved AGB estimation.

To estimate the expected impact of slopes under operational BIOMASS conditions, the global

distribution of slopes in the tropics is evaluated from available datasets. A slope map covering the

tropical land surface is generated from the SRTM 3-arc second (approximately 100 m) V3 void-filled

DEM according to the methods described in [63]. To define a forest mask, both the GLC-SHARE global
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tree cover map (pixel size about 1 km2) [64] and a global forest canopy height map derived from data

from the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) onboard the ICESat mission (pixel size about

1 km2) [65] are used. Both forest parameter maps are resampled to match the higher DEM resolution

to avoid the smoothing of the slopes. Following the forest definition of the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (FAO), slope statistics are calculated for areas with a canopy

cover of more than 10% and a tree height of more than 5 m [66]. Note that the X and C band radar

acquisition frequency of SRTM is likely to lead to overestimation of slopes at forest edges, as in these

areas the DEM represents the transition from canopy to ground layer. From Figure 10 it can be seen

that 74% of the tropical forest areas have less than 5◦ slope and more than 85% have less than 10◦ slope,

representing favourable conditions for AGB estimation.

Figure 9. Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) (light blue) and mean difference (MD) (dark blue) as

a function of terrain slope (histogram in red) for AGB estimation based on (a) heading 124◦ (b) and

heading 275◦. The results for AGB estimation based on both headings combined are shown in (c) for

heading 124◦ and in (d) for heading 275◦. All figures are based on the shared extent of both headings.

The histograms differ between (a)/(c) and (b)/(d) because the slope is defined in range direction, which

changes with different headings.

Figure 10. Distribution of slopes in tropical forest areas.
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5.3. Transfer of Model Parameters for AGB Estimation

The transferability of model parameters for AGB estimation is tested for three sites from the

AfriSAR campaign. Transferability is tested as an alternative to model parameter estimation through

overlap propagation. Model parameters estimated at the La Lope site are transferred to backscatter data

from Mabounie and Rabi. The Mabounie site lies 130 km southwest of La Lope and is characterized

by swampy tropical rainforest with high AGB values, with a unimodal distribution around 332 t/ha,

a mean of 328 t/ha and dispersion of 93 t/ha. Rabi is located 270 km southwest of La Lope, rainforest

AGB is distributed unimodally around 280 t/ha with a mean of 275 t/ha and a dispersion of 78 t/ha.

LiDAR-based AGB maps, as well as ground measurements, are available as a reference for both

campaign sites. Note that the LiDAR acquisition at Mabounie was carried out in 2007, while for La

Lope and Rabi it was 2015 [62]. Hence, forest changes may have occurred at Mabounie between the

LiDAR and radar acquisitions, possibly causing mismatches between reference and estimated values.

For this test, model parameters are estimated for data from four individual headings at La Lope

(see Section 5.2), using the same calibration areas (see Figure 7) and fixing npq to 0.5. They are then

applied to the ground-canceled backscatter data from Mabounie and Rabi to generate AGB maps.

Figure 11 shows scatterplots of the resulting AGB maps against reference data. Note that

differences between the plots (a) to (d) are caused entirely by varying model parameters. The transfer

results in good agreement with the LiDAR-based reference data for cases (b) and (c), where model

parameters are estimated based on La Lope headings 230◦ and 275◦. However a large bias is visible in

case (a), and a smaller bias in case (d), corresponding to parameter estimation at La Lope headings

124◦ and 320◦. The comparison to the ground measurements shows a good agreement in cases (b)

and (c), with RMSD values below 20%. Larger differences due to biases are visible in the other two

cases. Similar patterns occur in Figure 12, where the results of the model parameter transfer to Rabi

are shown. A good general agreement based on LiDAR reference data can be stated, but biases are

present for test cases (a) and (d). Comparison to ground data shows a large dispersion with RMSD

values between 24.1% and 35.7%. Furthermore, the sensitivity of backscatter to ground-measured AGB

is very low. Similar tests were carried out transferring model parameters the other way around from

Rabi and Mabounie to La Lope, resulting in larger biases than reported in Figures 11 and 12, especially

in low AGB regions. This can be explained by the fact that Rabi and Mabounie only cover a limited

AGB range in the high AGB region and the model parameters are therefore also optimized for this

scenario. The La Lope site, however, covers both low and high AGB values. Hence, it is assumed that

model parameter transfer is performed under more representative conditions using La Lope data as

the initial set for parameter estimation.

This test indicates that model parameters are generally transferable to sites with similar forest

types and comparable terrain conditions. Biases may be introduced, especially if AGB is estimated

based on one heading only, as is the case for this test. However, general conclusions on the spatial

variation of model parameters cannot be drawn from this preliminary assessment, and further research

is required on this issue.
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Figure 11. Evaluation of AGB maps at Mabounie with model parameters estimated at La Lope (a)

heading 124◦, (b) heading 230◦, (c) heading 275◦, (d) heading 320◦. Comparison is based on the

reference LiDAR-based AGB map (2D-histogram) and ground measurements (white crosses).

Figure 12. Evaluation of AGB maps at Rabi with model parameters estimated at La Lope (a) heading

124◦, (b) heading 230◦, (c) heading 275◦, (d) heading 320◦. Comparison is based on the reference

LiDAR-based AGB map (2D-histogram) and ground measurements (white crosses).

5.4. FH Estimation

FH estimation is preliminarily tested on the La Lope multi-heading dataset presented in Section 5.2.

To simulate an ascending/descending scenario, FH is estimated individually for two different headings
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and the average of both products is calculated (see Section 4.2). Figure 13 reports the RMSD depending

on the LiDAR-based reference FH for two individual different headings as well as for their combination.

Figure 13. RMSD as a function of reference LiDAR-based FH for La Lope data estimated from

(a) heading 124◦, (b) heading 275◦, (c) both headings combined. Reference FH distribution is shown

in red.

For heights from about 10 m to 40 m RMSD is about 8-15 m when only one heading is used for

estimation. This is slightly larger than target requirements but the performance improves, especially at

high FH values, with the merging of ascending and descending acquisitions. A comparable effect is

found for the MD, as a strong bias for high FH values is visible in case (b), which is neutralized by the

combination of headings. Further analysis shows that similarly to AGB estimation, higher errors (in

terms of both bias and RMSD) are found for steeper slopes, with RMSD around 10 m and 40% bias for

gentle slopes and RMSD around 20 m and bias 60% for steep slopes. This confirms that sloping terrain

represents a challenge for FH estimation, but based on the tests in Section 5.2, the impact is mitigated

by merging of ascending and descending data.

6. Discussion

6.1. Comparison with Other Forest Biomass Retrieval Approaches

In this section, we compare the methodology chosen for AGB estimation implemented in the

processor with other popular AGB estimation methodologies found in the literature. The discussion

again focuses on AGB, due to its relevance and the novelty of the approach. Forest height estimation

and forest disturbance detection rely on more consolidated techniques and their main innovations are

related to the tailoring of the chosen algorithms to the BIOMASS case.

Since comparison with AGB inversion techniques tailored to particular scenarios is already done

in Section 3.1 when explaining where the current approach originated from, the purpose of this

section is to put the AGB estimation proposed within the L2 processor in a broader context of global

AGB estimation methodologies. The discussion here considers only general methodologies for AGB

estimation, without going into the details of any particular approach.

Following [67,68], the techniques for AGB estimation commonly found in the literature can be

divided roughly into:

• Parametric empirical regression models: the backscatter-AGB relationship is modeled by some

simple mathematical law (linear, power-law) as a function of a few regression parameters and is

then inverted. This simple approach is effective when the chosen mathematical law corresponds

to the relationship observed in the data. Drawbacks include that it requires a lot of training

data and when the estimation procedure is applied to regions too far from the training area

or which include a substantial amount of environmental variation (not accounted for in the

training data), the estimates become questionable. As a last point, the inversion parameters cannot

generally be transferred as they usually do not have physical meaning. Rodríguez-Veiga et al.
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[67], in particular, discusses how problems of overestimation of low AGB and underestimation of

high AGB very often occur in practice, due to the simplicity of the chosen mathematical law (often

linear or with too few parameters) describing the AGB-backscatter relationship or to unaccounted

environmental variation in training data. Techniques 1-3 described at the beginning of Section 3.1

belong to this class.

• Parametric semi-empirical physically-based model: the backscatter-AGB relationship is modeled

with some physical law as a function of a few parameters that have a clear physical meaning.

In this case the model is more adaptable than empirical regression models, due to the physical

meaning of the parameters. Parameters can moreover be transferred between sites (at least

in principle) and there is less need for training data. Parameters can be tuned in order to

control the inversion, but direct inversion can be hindered by the complexity of the model.

Moreover, the model may not be able to fully capture the complexity of the scattering mechanisms.

Techniques 4-5 described at the beginning of Section 3.1 belong to this class.

• Non-parametric techniques (e.g., Neural Networks, Random Forest): these do not require any

data model, can ingest multiple predictors and adapt much better than model-based approaches.

However, it is much more difficult to control their behavior and they require a substantial amount

of reference data to account for all the possible conditions.

The discussion presented in this paper makes clear that the global algorithm proposed for

implementation in the BIOMASS L2 prototype processor belongs to the second class, i.e., it is based on

a semi-empirical physically-based model. This choice is motivated, as explained in Section 3.1, by the

necessity to keep the complexity at a reasonable level, limit the amount of training data required and

at the same time preserve the physical meaning of the parameters in order to allow transferability

and to control the model behavior. Significant effort has been made to reduce the parametrization

of the scattering model through ground cancellation techniques, which are of major benefit to the

model inversion, though further investigations are required to determine both the impact of ground

cancellation errors (due to for instance a non-precise DTM knowledge) and whether the simple

model Equation (2) is sufficient to describe all the environmental conditions to be met by BIOMASS.

Moreover, significant efforts are being made to design an effective global estimation scheme that

relies on propagating the estimates through overlapping regions, starting from calibration points (as

described briefly in Section 4.1.2). This requires further investigations to determine the impact of

both the initial calibration points and the propagation of errors through overlaps as discussed in [54].

Further investigation of model parameter transferability is also required as the results reported in

Section 5.3 are mixed.

Regarding the non-parametric class of biomass estimation methods, it is worth mentioning that

besides the official L2 product delivery, BIOMASS P-band L1 data will be available for use in the

broader context of multi-sensor data fusion. This kind of approach is not self-contained and is less

intuitive than the approach proposed for BIOMASS. However, it may be able to exploit the varying

sensitivity of other radar frequencies (as well as that of optical and LiDAR sensors) to different forest

properties (including forest horizontal structural information provided by LiDAR and optical data),

potentially improving the accuracy of and reducing the uncertainties in AGB estimation.

6.2. Open Points

The experimental results suggest that AGB accuracy is close to the target requirement when

good calibration data are available and terrain slopes are moderate (as for example is the case for

Paracou). They further imply that AGB estimation is significantly improved by combining acquisitions

from multiple headings, as will be the case when combining data from ascending and descending

orbits. Similar results apply also for height estimation. However, these results do not represent an

exhaustive validation, because tests are carried out only for a few scenarios and not the full range of

available campaign data and their combinations. A dedicated study is currently tackling this issue [54].

Furthermore, no effort is committed to evaluating the performance of the individual modules of the
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processor, as only the accuracy of the final level 2 products is assessed. Validation of interferometric

ground cancellation is carried out in [61]. Nevertheless, several open issues can be identified from

the experimental results in Section 5 that are required to improve the robustness of the algorithms,

especially in a global perspective.

The first concerns the limited AGB range and range of weather conditions within the campaign

data available for testing, which are only partially representative of the range of AGB and

environmental conditions that will be met by BIOMASS. In this context, it is important to note

that other technology, such as L-band [47], can be effective in measuring AGB. Campaign data used for

testing mainly contains variation across high AGB values which is the range for which the BIOMASS

mission is particularly designed. In addition, the environmental conditions did not vary much across

the tropical campaigns as they were collected at a limited number of sites and times. This limited the

testing of the AGB inversion and meant that testing of the disturbance product relied on simulation,

as no data representative of a BIOMASS-like case was available. Efforts to provide more thorough

testing of the disturbance product are now focused on using additional datasets, such as multi-temporal

L-band airborne polarimetric data collected by DLR at the Traunstein site [69] or polarimetric time

series data collected during tower experiments to study seasonal effects [70,71] (however the latter are

collected in a slightly different geometry than airborne and spaceborne systems and the coverage is

much more limited in space).

Connected to the use of campaign data is also the fact that the suggested approach to area

extension using grid region overlaps could not be tested, as the test scenarios available are localized

in different areas separated by hundreds of kilometers, even in the best case (AfriSAR). Splitting a

scenario in smaller blocks is not a viable option, as the scales would not be representative for BIOMASS.

A dedicated study is currently being performed to address this issue. The strategy foreseen is to study

the variability of model parameters, AGB and environmental conditions across AfriSAR sites, simulate

data in between and test the propagation through overlaps from one scene to another. This will help

also in assessing how to extend the solution away from regions with calibration data without causing

excessive error propagation. The study of model parameters should also shed more light on model

parameter transferability, see Section 5.3.

The implementation of a fixed grid will support the merging of ascending and descending data

and simplify model calibration. Here a UTM grid was used to process campaign data, but the Equi7

grid [52] represents a valid alternative that minimizes projection distortions for each continent.

The AGB estimation algorithm relies on some calibration data, but these have not yet properly

defined for BIOMASS and further work is required to define proper calibration strategies (e.g.,

supersites with stratification, etc.).

The framework and algorithms for height estimation are well-defined and understood. More

effort should be devoted to comparing the performance of different proposed algorithms with respect

to the effects of temporal decorrelation, and optimizing the spatial baseline ratios to maximize the FH

range over which the inversion performance meets BIOMASS requirements.

The impact of the tomographic DTM on error propagation of level 2 estimates will be assessed in

a dedicated study [58].

More effort is needed to investigate AGB estimation in boreal and temperate forests. These forests

are not as tall as in the tropics and the tomographic resolution of BIOMASS is unlikely to allow clear

separation of the ground and canopy. In addition, double-bounce scattering is much more relevant

for these types of forests, so ground cancellation may remove pertinent information. Preliminary

results from the level 2 study do not give any clear indication that AGB estimation is improved by

ground-cancellation [4].

Finally, consistency between the estimated FH and AGB will be addressed. This implies converting

the FH estimates into AGB through an allometric equation and then comparing the derived AGB map

with that estimated from the BIOMASS algorithm.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we present the theoretical basis, implementation design and global coverage

strategy for the level 2 products created in the framework of ESA’s P-Band SAR mission BIOMASS.

The generation of global above-ground biomass (AGB) maps relies on fundamental findings from the

level 2 prototype processor development. For tropical forests, tomographic analysis and biophysical

evidence show that biomass in the 25 m to 35 m canopy layer is highly correlated with total AGB and

that backscatter attributed to the ground represents an obstacle for AGB retrieval. This is exploited in

the level 2 prototype processor by applying interferometric ground cancellation, a novel technique

developed in the course of the level 2 activities, that strongly attenuates the signal contribution from the

ground by combining two or more acquisitions separated by an interferometric baseline. The resulting

signal can be attributed to the vegetation layer. Because of this, the semi-empirical model used to

establish a relationship between AGB and backscatter [23] can be simplified to describe only the

volume scattering terms. In this way the number of model parameters and hence the dimensionality

of the inversion problem is greatly reduced, thus permitting a stable numerical inversion procedure.

Furthermore, we present the implementation of the FH product generation. While the data

acquired in the TOM phase allows the estimation of FH through a tomographic voxel dataset,

Pol-InSAR methods are applied together with the RVoG-model in the INT phase. It is envisaged

to merge FH maps generated from ascending and descending orbits to improve accuracy and mitigate

negative effects of slopes.

We test AGB and FH retrieval using airborne P-Band data from the AfriSAR and TropiSAR

campaigns together with reference data from LiDAR-based AGB maps and plot-based ground

measurements. For AGB estimation based on data from a single heading, comparison with reference

data yields relative RMSD values mostly between 20% and 30%. Combining different headings in

the estimation process, as will be possible with the ascending/descending pattern of the BIOMASS

satellite, significantly improves performance and relative RMSD values of less than 20% are achieved.

RMSDs of 8–15 m are achieved for FH retrieval which improve to 3–11 m when combining data from

different headings.

The experiments suggest that the implemented retrieval scheme provides robust results that

are within target requirements. However, testing was carried out only for a very limited number of

reference sites and further research is currently dedicated to algorithm validation. On top of this,

ongoing preparatory research activities include simulation-based analyses on the spatial variation of

model parameters as well as the development of a validation strategy for the FD product.
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